Sandhills Primary School Topic Web - 1P Term Two
English
As writers and readers the children will take part in
Read, Write Inc. lessons five times a week. This
focuses on learning phonic sounds and blending
sounds, whole word and whole text reading and
writing sentences. There is also talk for Writing.
Throughout the term, the children will be learning a
story , re-telling it and using this to produce their
own writing. Handwriting: We practice handwriting
and letter formation daily in Year 1. Grammar: We
will be learning the basic tools of writing.

Maths

PE

As mathematicians, we will continue our work on
numbers between 0 and 10 and addition and
subtraction.
We will continue to look at fact
families, number bonds and work with the part part
whole model. We will then move on to Geometry
and look at 2D and 3D shapes. Finally we will go
back to number and place value but work with
numbers up to 20.

we will also look at some traditional tales including
Goldilocks and the Three Bears.

Art and DT
As Artists we will look at a painting by Bruegel
from 1560. Then we will recreate our own
modern day versions.
As Designers we will design a cup and ball
toy.

Music
As musicians, we will be learning two songs this
term. Rhythm In The Way We Walk which is a
Reggae style song and Banana Rap which is Hip
Hop style. Through these songs, we will continue
to learn about pulse, rhythm, pitch, rapping and
singing.

Our class story is Traction Man by Mini Grey and

Computing
As computer scientists, we will think about our
responsibilities and digital citizenship. We will
use poems, stories, songs, videos and the
"Digital Citizens" characters to teach learners
how to be safe and responsible online. The
lessons will help our young learners on the
road to being safe, responsible and respectful
as they navigate the digital world.

This term we will be doing team building and
dance. In Dance we will link a sequence of
dance ideas to a piece of music linked to a
favourite memory.

Memory Box
Can you remember being small? Being a baby and
learning to crawl? Do you recall a favourite toy,
maybe a teddy bear or a favourite book? Look back
at family photos of special occasions, perhaps
holiday snapshots or a birthday or two. Remember a
wedding or a christening and find a funny photo of
your parents when they were young. Learn how to
write a diary of days gone by and find out about the
days before you were born: it’s called history and it’s
all about the past. Then make a special box, a
memory box, to keep special things safe. In years to
come, you can revisit them and remember how you
looked when you were young. Memories are special.
Let’s make some more.

Science
As Scientists we will be learning how to work
scientifically and trying a few simple
experiments. We will continue our work on
humans and think about how we change and
grow. We will experiment and see if we can
design a flotation device for our character in
our story. We will think about which materials
float and which sink.
History and Geography
As Geographers we will look at maps and
what they are. Then we will create a map of
our school grounds.
As Historians we will look at our past
memories. Then we will investigate toys from
the past and present.
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PSHE
In PSHE this term, we are learning about
‘Celebrating difference’. We will think about
some ways that we are different and similar to
other people in our class and why. We will
talk about how to include everybody,
friendships and bullying. We will know who to
talk to if we feel unhappy and ways we can
support each other at school and at home.

Religious Education
In RE we will be learning about the Christian
festivals of Christmas and Harvest and the Jewish
festival of Sukkot. The children will explore and
compare the reasons for celebrating and learn that
not everyone celebrates the same festivals.

Enrichment
We will be able to play and use a variety of
toys from the past.
We will have a teddy bears picnic and bring
our teddy bears to school.

